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ABSTRACT 

A new timing system 1 that allows precision (—1-2 ns) con
trol of the trigger times of klystrons, beam position monitors, 
and other devices on a pulse-to-pulse basis at up to 350 Hz is 
in operation in the first third of the SLAC linear accelerator. 
The control software is divided between a central host VAX 
and loral Intel 8Q8&-bascd microprocessor clusters. Facilities 
exist to set up and adjust the timing of devices or groups of 
devices independently for beam pulsus having different desti
nations and purposes, which are run in an interlaced fashion 
during normal machine operation. Upgrading of the system in 
currently underway, using a new version of the Programmable 
Delay L'nit CAMAC module to allow pipelining of timing in
formation for three machine pulses. An overview or the current 
Slate of the fivstem is presented in this paper, with an emphasis 
on software control. 

I. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
The interlaced operation of beams with different paths, 

repetition rates, energies, and functions is based on a 16-bit 
code called PPYY. This code is used by the timing software 
and hardware to select the times at which devices should be 
triggered on an upcoming machine pulse. The high order eight 
bits, called PP or the "beam code", are used to select the time 
delays for klystrons, kicker magnets and other devices which 
are needed to produce a npecific type of beam. The low or
der eight bits, called YY, are used to synchronize additional 
devices; for example, when a user wishes to gate and readout 
beam position monitors 2 . 

The general architecture of the timing system is shown in 
Fig. 1. The reference signal for timing, a 476 MHz CW Bignal 
with a phase-locked 2.1 ns "fiducial pulse*" superimposed at a 
rate of 360 Hz, appears on the main drive line. Communica
tion of PPYY occurs on « dedicated subchannel of the CATV 
communications cable, the same cable which is used for com-
munication between control programs residing in the VAX and 
the local rnicrocluatere. Each micro cluster consists of an Intel 
86 /30 single board computer (SBC) housed in. a Multibus crate 
containing, among other things, a Pattern Receiver Interrupt 
Module (PRIM) and a Multibus CAMAC Driver (MBCD). 
The same timing software runs in each of the sector micropro
cessors^ with the particular configuration of triggered devices 
being specified in the appropriate section of the SLC database. 
In addition to the sector micraelusters there is a special mi-
croc) uster responsible for broadcasting the PPYY c^de on the 
communications cable. At present this Master Pattern Gen
erator (MfG) microcluster receives P P beam codes from the 
previous linac control system- In the future, it will generate 
beam codes according to operator-determined rates and prior
ities. The MPG also processes operator requests to associate 
a YY code with an upcoming PP beam code. 

' Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract 
DE-AC03-76SF00515. 
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Fig. 1. The timing system architecture. CAR = Cable 
Access Receiver; CAT = Cable Access Transmitter; CC = 
SLC Serial Crate Controller; DEM = Digital Input Module; 
MBCD = Multibus CAMAC Driver; PDU = Programmable 
Delay Unit; PRIM = Pattern Receive; Interrupt Module; SBC 
= Single Board Computer (Intel iSBC 86/30); STB = Simple 
Timing Buffer. 

The PPYY code is broadcast on the cable through a Cable 
Access Transmitter module and received by a Cable Access 
Receiver module in each of the sector microc lusters. Receipt of 
PPYY by the Cable Access Receiver module c&usea the Pattern 
Receiver Interrupt Module to produce a Multibus interrupt 
that invokes an interrupt handler in the microprocessor timing 
software (see below). 

Two new CAMAC modules, the Programmable Delay Unit 
(PDU) and the Simple Timing Buffer (STB) are currently be
ing installed and tested in the SLC timing system) replacing 
earlier versions of these modules that have been used in the 
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first ten lectors of the linac during the past two years. The 
PDU 3 has 16 channel!, each of which can produce a trigger 

* at a different time with respect to the fiducial. The PDU is 
docked by a signal from the fiducial detector, which produces a 
119 MHt pulse train (476 Mhz Main Drive Line signal divided 
by 4) with a missing pulse at fiducial time. Thus the PDU 
counts 'ticks' of approximately 8.4 as (1/119 MHs) starting 

> from the fiducial. The output pulses from the sixteen chan
nels of the PDU i n distributed on the upper backplane of the 
CAMAC crate. These signals may alio be brought out through 
the front panel of the STB. 

2. PROGRAMMING MODES OF THE PDU 

Each PDU channel can be programmed in one of four dif
ferent modes. The timing system software uses information in 
the database to determine in which mode a channel is to be 
used. Internal to the PDU is an array, the pattern timing ta
ble, which can contain up to 366 IB-bit delay values for each of 
the 16 channels. How (and whether) all these values are used 

! for a given channel depends on which of the four programming, 
modes is used for that channel: 

1. PP mode: the delay time with respect to the fiducial 
depends on the beam code PP. Delay values fr* different 
PP's are stored and updated in an array in the VAX (sec 
next section); the appropriate parts of this array are sent 
to the microprocessor, which loads them Into the pattern 
timing table of the PDU via CAMAC. 

2. YY mode: The delay time with respect to the fiducial de
pends on the value of YY. A particular YY value can be 
made to produce specified delsy(s) from specified chan
nel (s) by programming the appropriate locations in the 
PDU pattern timing table, 

3. Base-rate mode: Only the first 36 locations in the part 
of the pattern timing table for a given channel are used, 
as a modulo-36 counter. The pattern of delays in these 
channels is repeated ten times each second (see Fig. 2). 

4. Reuse mode: The same delay fa produced on every pube, 
regardless of the value of toe PPYY code. 

3. SOFTWARE DATA STRUCTURES 

The most important data structure used by the timing con
trol software in the VAX is the T-MATRTX, which "u in shared 
memory, accessible to the SLC Control Programs (SCPs) and 

I to other programs running in the VAX. The rows of the 
T-MATRDC correspond to the beam -odes and the col-

j _ .„• unuu to triggered devices. In other words, a row of the 
j ;.I-A . T-MATRDC contains the time delay with respect to the fidu-
: .*i•••" cial, in units of PDU ticks, for each of the devices in the system 
| ' '**' that are to be triggered according to the value of the PP part 
j of the PPYY code. 

The time delay with respect to the fiducial of the pulse 
produced lor a triggered device by its associated PDU channel 
is the sum of several components: 

TDELAY = TREP + PDUT + TNOMINAL + OFFSET 
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Fig. 2. Relative timing diagram. 

Two oT these components are independent of the beam code 
and are kept in the database. The first component, TR£F, is 
associated with the PDU, while the second component, PDUT, 
is associated with the triggered device. TREF is the time delay 
needed to produce a PDU poise that is simultaneous with the 
passage of a reference beam, as seen en an oscilloscope. The 
PDU pube is brought to the oscilloscope through an STB, and 
the signal from the passage of the beam comes through a CA
MAC module. The reference beam b produced VBS ps after 
the fiducial, as measured by a standardized procedure at the 
injector. Thus TREF is essentially the time of passage of the 
beam with respect to the fiducial, when all propagation delays 
are taken into account. PDUT is a "standard" daisy with re
spect to the passage or the beam for the triggered device with 
which it is associated. TNOMINAL Is a term associated with 
a (specific beam code, that takes account of the fact that the 
beam may be shifted with respect to the reference beam time. 
TNOMINAL can in fact fee different for different sectors of 
the machine on the same beam code. Any additional correc
tions needed for the triggered device on a particular beam are 
represented by the OFFSET term. 



The T-MATRIX is automatically set up by a program 
called TGEN, using information in the database. TCEN 
searches the database for devices that a » to be triggered ac
cording to the PP beam code, allocates apace for each of them 
in the T-MATRIX, and sets up arrays of pointers into the 
T-MATRDi. TGEN is run immediately after a new database 
is generated or after changes have been made in the database 
that will afT̂ ct the structure (as opposed to just the values) in 
the T-MATRIX. After TGEN has been run, saved sets of delay 
values for triggered devices can be restored to the appropriate 
locations in the T-MATRIX. 

4. CONTROL FUNCTIONS AND USER INTERFACE 
The PP-mode channel delay times can be act up using 

an interactive facility called Beam Design Language (BDL). 
As the name suggests, it is UBed to design a configuration of 
triggered devices for a sp ci&c beam. Users of BD1. may ac
tivate triggers to the "standard" delay value TREF+FDUT, 
on the desired PP beam codes, and they may add on an arbi
tral)' OFFSET. They may also deactivate • trigger on a given 
PP by setting the corresponding delay value to a special value 
that causes the PDU to produce no output pulse. BDL also 
includes commands to copy sets of timing values from one 
PP to another, and adjust TNOM1NAL for a specific beam 
PP. All of these actions occur by first changing delay value(s) 
in the T-M ATRIX and then sending a message to the micro(s) 
to update the data in the pattern timing table of the appro
priate PDU(s). 

The SLC Control Program running in the VAX allows users 
to control the delay times that are output by PP-mode PDU 
channels in a straightforward manner. Users may activate and 
deactivate triggers from touch panel buttons and may adjust a 
delay or set of delays from a knob. Like BDL, the SCP operates 
on values in the T-MATRDC and then sends messages to the 
micros to update the data inside the PDUs. 

The YY-modechannels delay times are put into ?h<> PDU's 
pattern liming tank on request from the BPM or other •oft-
ware, in advance of the receipt of the desired YY(s). 

The reuse channel delay times can only be changed by edit
ing the database and then rebooting the micro; these times are 
not intended to be changed casually. Programming of the base-
rale mode PDU channels is still under development. 

5. TIMING SYSTEM SOFTWARE IN THE 
MICROPROCESSORS 

Timing system software support in an individual sector mi
croprocessor 1B provided by one of a set of jobs running in the 
multitasking environment provided by the Intel iRMX oper
ating system. The timing job consists of a background task, 
a pattern interrupt task, and a pattern error interrupt task. 
When the machine is run in pipelined mode, the pattern inter
rupt task wilt be responsible for reading the 16-bit code PPYY 
for the "next plus two" beam from the pattern register on the 
PRIM board and then broadcasting the three pipelined PPYY 
codes to the CAMAC crates. 

The most important functions of the timing job's back
ground task arc to initialize the PDUs and to update timing 
delay values in PDU memory upon request from SCPs or other 
programs running in the VAX. 

Errors occurring in the communication of PPYY are de
tected using the cyclic redundancy checksum encoded as part 
of the SDLC network protocol. If such an error is detected by 
the CAR, a special pattern error interrupt is generated instead 
of the normal pattern interrupt-

All of the timing job routines are written in Fortran 77, 
except for the pattern interrupt handler which is written in 
8086 assembly language. 
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